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Rainforest Cafe 

Aquarium of the Pacific

EXPERIENCE
Corman and Associates, for over 70 years, has 
specialized in crafting customized fixtures and decor 
to transform any retail space. Our products are 
built to complement our customer's retail 
environment  in a creative and functional way, 
ensuring that THEIR customers will enjoy their 
retail experience. Our customers range across a 
wide number of industries, but whatever it is that 
brings people to our customers, we can build a retail 
environment that will help ensure that they come 
back. 

www.cormans.com

Defining the retail environment.®

Busch Gardens - Jungala
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Sea World

Busch Gardens - Canada Store

FIXTURES
Although each store that Corman and Associates has 
crafted over the years has its own specific design and 
feel, certain fixtures have proven so invaluable to any 
retail environment that they have become constants 
for the stores that we design; including a great deal of 
the retail spaces that we have helped create for theme 
parks, aquariums, and countless others.

www.cormans.com

Defining the retail environment.®

Busch Gardens
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LEGOLAND - Nesting Tables

Cashwrap/POS  
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Defining the retail environment.®

CUSTOMER SERVICE/ POS
Arguably the most important piece of furniture in 
your business. The spot where you interact with 
your customer. Appearance, function and placement 
are critical factors. Also, the most versatile item in 
shape, finish, function and accessories.

TABLES
Tables are perhaps the most versatile fixture that 
can be found in any store. Seemingly simple, tables 
can be used to display almost any type of 
merchandise in a countless number of ways. For 
this reason, tables have become one of the most 
standard fixtures found in almost any retail space.
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Standard Perimeter Cabinet - With Optional additions.

Gettysburg Museum

PERIMETER WALL CABINETS
Your stores perimeter walls will hold the bulk of 
your merchandise as well as the signage that promotes 
your product and services. 

Although highly customizable, the general design and 
construction of any perimeter wall cabinet follows a 
certain process from design through construction, a 
process that we have managed to streamline and 
perfect over many years of operation.
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Old Faithful Inn -Yellowstone 
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Discovery Park

Aquarium of the Pacific
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PLUSH/ROUND FIXTURES
Plush fixtures are a perfect example of a cross 
between form and function. The round fixtures 
offer 360 degree visibility and accessibility to the 
product, and often doubles as a focal point of the 
retail space. 

Cincinatti Zoo - Children's Store
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Corman and Associates

Busch Gardens - Tempesto
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Defining the retail environment.®

ABOUT US 
For over 70 years, Corman and Associates has been 
finding innovative ways to weave function into forms 
that delight both retailers and their customers. We 
find ways to increase value, reduce costs, and solve 
problems wherever they might arise. Our products 
give our customers a tangible advantage over their 
competitors. Our prices are competitive, and our 
industry experience is your advantage. Give us a call. 

CONTACT US 
881 Floyd Drive
 Lexington, KY 40505

Phone - 859-233-0544
Fax - 859-253-0119

Ted Corman, President - ted@cormans.com 
Gates Corman, Sales - gcorman@cormans.com  
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